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Obligation for Justice Stephanie Laws
When Felicity steps off the train on the way to meet her
husband, she is so sure of everything in her life. Where
she is headed, what she will order at the restaurant, the
first words her husband will say to her when she
More Of You Createspace Independent Publishing
arrives, their happy future together. But then she
Platform
catches a scent of perfume in the air, and suddenly she
A little lie can change the course of everything. . .
is overcome by forgotten emotions-passionate memories
of another man she loved many years ago. As the
Like every other eighteen-year-old in love, Olivia
has dreams of spending forever with the love of her feelings continue to surface again and again, Felicity
begins to question the life she thought she knew so well.
life. Luke is all she's ever wanted - until she
She doesn't doubt that she loves her husband, but does
overhears something she was never meant to. In a
matter of seconds, Olivia's heart is shattered. Olivia she owe it to herself to explore these overwhelming
emotions that have taken hold of her? Or is her mind
handles it the only way she knows how - she runssimply playing tricks on her heart? How can she know
leaving behind her family, friends and the boy she
where love truly lies? And when she finds out, will it be
loves. Seeking comfort and an escape, Olivia finds it too late? Julie Cohen's Where Love Lies is a novel that
in resident bad boy Deacon. He's everything Luke
will capture both your heart and mind.
also a chronicle of the events that would culminate in a landmark decision
handed down by the California Supreme Court. Known simply as Tarasoff,
this 1976 ruling would change the oath of confidentially between therapist
and patient, and establish the rule that a mental health professional has the
legal duty to protect a threatened individual.

you'd think by now he was used to it, but like all the
other things you'd think he would be use to by now he
wasn't. Six months ago he had meet the guy he was sure
was the one, while it was a rocky start in the end or at
least up till now things where still good. Yea Dre still
had his bad habits, but Martice know he was faithful
even with all the flirting... Read this compelling short
story to find out where things lead with Martice in
"Hotlanta."
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Have you ever wondered: What it's like to daily bet
hundreds of thousands of dollars working for some
of the largest professional gamblers in Las Vegas?
... How to spend a summer house sitting one of the
biggest stars in the world's 11,000 square-foot
mansion - without an invitation from it's celebrity
owner ... Whether the life of crime - specifically,
isn't - and that's fine with Olivia. Now, seven years Free Roll Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
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reconnecting with her best friend Pyper. What she
to kill my dad." Comedian Brandt Tobler has the
toward the good times that you can see coming for all of you,
doesn't expect, is to come face to face with the boy
answers in this funny, touching and sometimes
only to discover that your husband is committing adultery
she left behind and discover that even though she
and is planning to leave you? Worse, he aggressively denies downright unbelievable memoir of a small town
may have left, her feelings for him didn't. Can Olivia his affair, denouncing you as crazy to your face and to
Wyoming-kid turned "mall-fia" don, turned nationally
put aside the pain in her heart and trust Luke? Will
everyone you know, while he schemes to walk off with
touring comic. Brand tells his life story with candor,
everything you have worked so hard for as he is reborn into detailing the many pit stops, wrong turns, crazy
the ties to her past ever let her go, or will she
a new life with a star-struck younger woman, as pretty as
continue to let her life be affected by pretty little
connections and lucky breaks he experienced along
you once were, who will enjoy everything you have invested
lies?
the way to his comedy career, all while trying to
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balance a toxic relationship with his unreliable jailbirdsurvivors lives in hiding. The griffins still hunt them,
dad. In these pages Brandt will make you laugh (he and every day promises death. Will Requiem's last
better - it's his job!) and believe as he does that,
children perish in exile... or once more become
when it comes to defining family, blood isn't always dragons and fly to war? Blood of Requiem -- a free
thicker than water. -- back cover.
epic fantasy novel for fans of dragons, A Game of
Principle Or Profit
Thrones, and swords and sorcery. ____________ THE
Jordanjantzunderground4savingthelivesofchildren
REQUIEM SERIES: Requiem: Dawn of Dragons Book
Hoping to free his father from an unjust
1: Requiem's Song Book 2: Requiem's Hope Book 3:
imprisonment, Druet the blacksmith sets out on a
Requiem's Prayer Requiem: Song of Dragons Book 1:
quest that will solve an ancient riddle and crown a
Blood of Requiem Book 2: Tears of Requiem Book 3:
man as Arcrea's first king. A host of memorable
Light of Requiem Requiem: Dragonlore Book 1: A
characters join Druet on his mission of justice, but
Dawn of Dragonfire Book 2: A Day of Dragon Blood
opposition quickly rises to test their level of
Book 3: A Night of Dragon Wings Requiem: The
commitment and their faith in God. Will the
Dragon War Book 1: A Legacy of Light Book 2: A
dangerous wilds of Arcrea and her seven oppressive Birthright of Blood Book 3: A Memory of Fire
lords succeed in bringing an end to Druet's quest?
Requiem: Requiem for Dragons Book 1: Dragons
Will they crush forever the kingdom's hopes for a
Lost Book 2: Dragons Reborn Book 3: Dragons
just king?
Rising Requiem: Flame of Requiem Book 1: Forged in
What's Wrong with Pauly? Zondervan
Dragonfire Book 2: Crown of Dragonfire Book 3:
Corinne is running from the pain of her past but she can't
Pillars of Dragonfire Requiem: Dragonfire Rain Book
seem to run fast enough. Jabari thought he had it all but even
1: Blood of Dragons Book 2: Rage of Dragons Book
with everything, something is still missing. Follow Corinne
and Jabari through the streets of Atlanta as she offers him a 3: Flight of Dragons
loyalty he's never had and he showers her in a love she
never knew existed!

Anemone Enemy Anchor
The previous scheduled life Maya Hatton planned
has been interrupted for an emergency broadcast
announcement. A news station manager threatens to
destroy over twenty years of brand and image
building with a new contract from hell. Her husband
Roddreccus moved into the rental property and
refuses to move home without explanation. Instead
of finding confidence, fun and freedom as she enters
her mid fifties she's faced with crises. Fans believed
she had it all together but her dream team lost a
member, a villain hijacked her fairy tale marriage
and now she needs to remember how to be the Maya
everyone thinks she is or lose the best thing she
ever had.
Sea Glass Windows Jennifer Miller
A totally blank book that speaks volumes in the
universal language of love.it promises an amazing
answer to the timeless desire of every man that has
been searching for the best gift they can give to a
woman.
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At nineteen, Marian Taylor cut herself off from her
wealthy, conservative Irish Catholic family and left
America to volunteer in the Spanish Civil War—an
experience she has always kept to herself. Now in her
nineties and diagnosed with cancer, Marian finally
shares what happened to her during those years with
her granddaughter Amelia, a young woman of good heart
but only a vague notion of life’s purpose. Marian’s
secret history—of personal and ethical challenges nearly
unthinkable to Amelia’s generation, of the unexpected
gifts of true love and true friendship—compels Amelia to
make her own journey to Spain to reconcile her
grandmother’s past with her own uncertain future.
Moving and deeply felt, There Your Heart Lies explores
how character is forged in a particular moment in
history—and passed down through generations.
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For the small town of Watkins Forge, the worst
thing to happen is a heavy snowfall. That is, until
widower Cory Keller visits for an annual hunting
trip. When he witnesses a murder in the nearby
forest, no one believes him. With no corpse, and as
the only witness, he is faced with convincing the
towns sceptical sheriff before the killer tracks him
down to silence him. As he develops a friendship
with an attractive waitress, Keller discovers that he
is up against much more than a killer and he must
not only save himself but the whole town. Mick
Williams is the author of Amazon Top Ten title A
Reason To Grieve, and the page turning adventure A
Guy Walks Into A Bar.
What Ever It Takes Bainbridge Editions
Free epic fantasy novel! Song of Dragons -- a
fantasy trilogy of blood, steel, and dragonfire. For
fans of epic fantasy like A Game of Thrones and
The Lord of the Rings. BOOK ONE: BLOOD OF
REQUIEM Long ago stood the kingdom of Requiem,
a land of men who could grow wings and scales,
breathe fire, and take flight as dragons. Requiem
ruled the sky. But Dies Irae, a tyrant leading an
army of griffins, hunted Requiem's people, burned
their forests, and shattered their temples. Requiem
fell. This ancient land now lies in ruin, its halls
crumbled, its cries silenced, its skeletons littering
the burned earth. In the wilderness, a scattering of

There Your Heart Lies Createspace Independent Pub
Become absorbed in the riveting conclusion New York Times
bestselling author Sharon Sala’s Secrets and Lies trilogy as
twisted lies refuse to stay buried. Betsy Jakes was having
nightmares, nightmares that could solve a decades-old
mystery. And for someone in her small town, that meant she
had to die. When Sam Jakes returns home to help his brother
solve their mother's murder, two things shake him to the
core. This crime is clearly the work of a serial killer who has
struck twice before. And⋯Lainey Pickett is still in town. The
woman he walked away from without an explanation years
ago has just walked back into his life. She still holds a
grudge—and his heart. As Sam digs deeper into the murders
and thirty-year-old secrets begin to emerge, he finds himself
racing against time not only to catch a killer but to keep
Lainey, the only woman he'll ever love, from falling victim,
too. Previously published. Read the Secrets and Lies Trilogy
by Sharon Sala: Book One: Wild Hearts Book Two: Cold
Hearts Book Three: Dark Hearts

Mr Lazarus MIRA
' ... a surging intensity that keeps the reader glued
to the page.' - New York TimesLondon. 1970. Vicky
Graham, an unsuccessful film producer at the BBC,
crosses the path of Luciano Raffi, a famous violinist,
as he performs at the Proms. For Vicky he
represented something she could not have, but
something she longingly craved for. A chance to lift
her out of the unloving greyness of everyday life.
Through her job at the BBC, she is able to organise
an interview with him, but their meeting triggers a
renewed obsession with him. The reason? Luciano
has something in common with Vicky - they both
know about the portal. A secret history, nearly
untraced, connects these distant souls. But will it
last? Raffi is about to disappear from her life... To
get him back, she must travel to where and when
she had never expected. She must uncover the
secret history of the portal... Mr Lazarus is the
latest book in Patrice Chaplin's series following The
City of God and The Portal. Chaplin is a renown
international bestselling author. Praise for Patrice
Chaplin'Powerful romantic fiction in the tradition of
Emily Bronte.' - Guardian ' ... a surging intensity that
keeps the reader glued to the page.' - New York
Times 'Genuinely witty horrors' - The Observer
Patrice Chaplin is an author, journalist and
playwright. She first visited the city of Gerona, in
Spain, when she was 15 and it was then that she
learnt about the Grail mystery. Throughout her life
she has maintained an active interest in the history
of the Grail and has lived in Spain and France. She
has published more than 36 books, plays and short
stories.
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